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Windows Error Lookup Tool is a tool that displays information about Windows errors. It is designed to make your work easier when troubleshooting these types of messages. It comes in handy to any power computer user who wants to learn more about these types of messages. Since installation is not a requirement,
you can drop the program files anywhere on the hard drive, and click the executable to run. An alternative is to save Windows Error Lookup Tool to a USB flash drive or similar storage unit, in order to run it on any machine with minimum effort. What's more, the Windows registry does not get new entries, and files

are not left behind on the hard disk after removing the utility. Windows Error Lookup Tool is wrapped in a regular interface with an intuitive structure, where you can specify the error number and press the Enter key to review information. This includes the error type (Win32, HRESULT, NTSTATUS, STOP), status, code
number, definition, and description. There are no other options available through this tool, aside from the fact that you can make a text selection and copy it to the Clipboard using the global Copy function available in the context menu. Windows Error Lookup Tool is very low-demanding when it comes to CPU and

RAM. It is very responsive to commands and displays accurate information quickly. We have not come across any issues throughout our evaluation, since the tool did not hang, crash or pop up error dialogs. All in all, Windows Error Lookup Tool should please all experienced computer users.
Author:SmartSysInfoSoftwareName:Windows Error Lookup ToolInstaller:Ease of download with a single EXE-fileURL: ![WindowsErrorLookupTool](/ScreenShot/1.jpg) Windows Error Lookup Tool Another one Windows Error Lookup Tool Windows Error Lookup Tool Windows Error Lookup Tool Windows Error Lookup Tool
Windows Error Lookup Tool Windows Error Lookup Tool Windows Error Lookup Tool Windows Error Lookup Tool [Windows Error Lookup Tool]( is a tiny and portable application that displays information about Windows errors. It comes in handy to any power computer user who wants to learn more about this type of
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Windows Error Lookup Tool was developed by trcomputer technicians. Windows Error Lookup Tool runs with latest Windows versions and all Windows platforms (Windows 7, 8, 8.1 and 10). Windows Error Lookup Tool is free software released under GNU General Public License. Windows Error Lookup Tool 1.9.0 was
released on Saturday, June 28, 2019. Major changes in this version include: ============================= Bug fix: - Fixed non-working version on Windows 7 or Windows 10 (and similar). Known issues: - When new version is installed, old system Properties - Pager is not always displayed correctly. -
The saved Search settings are no longer saved Change list: - Fixed crash when pressing button "Run in Command Prompt" - Fixed crash when pressing button "Clear List" - Fixed wrong Unicode characters appearing in the usage text "Windows Error Lookup Tool" icon - Changed splash screen - Removed usage help
message Windows Error Lookup Tool is a tiny and portable application that displays information about Windows errors. It comes in handy to any power computer user who wants to learn more about this type of messages. Since installation is not a requirement, you can drop the program files anywhere on the hard
drive, and click the executable to run. An alternative is to save Windows Error Lookup Tool to a USB flash drive or similar storage unit, in order to run it on any machine with minimum effort. What's more, the Windows registry does not get new entries, and files are not left behind on the hard disk after removing the

uility. Windows Error Lookup Tool is wrapped in a regular interface with an intuitive structure, where you can specify the error number and press the Enter key to review information. This includes the error type (Win32, HRESULT, NTSTATUS, STOP), status, code number, definition, and description. It is possible to
switch to compact view mode and to set Windows Error Lookup Tool to stay on top of all the other windows. There are no other options available through this tool, aside from the fact that you can make a text selection and copy it to the Clipboard using the global Copy function available in the context menu. The

application is very low-demanding when it comes to CPU and RAM. It is very responsive to commands and displays accurate information quickly. We have not come across any issues throughout our evaluation, since the tool did not hang b7e8fdf5c8
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What's New In Windows Error Lookup Tool?

Windows Error Lookup Tool is an advanced Windows tool that shows useful information about error codes and definitions. It can list the error type, code, description and other important information. There is also an option to display the status. It is available in many different languages. It does not require installing. It
requires no rebooting. It has a small size. If you need to get at least a value out of the registry, this is where you will find it. The value name is appid, and this value contains the unique ID of the application. The Key name is appid_HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE, and this key will be at the root level of the registry tree. You
can access the user-mode application data by using the String Value. You can use the registry to get all the data you want. Technical Details: Windows Error Lookup Tool is an application that displays information about Windows errors. It displays information such as the error type, description, status and code
number of an error that might occur. It displays error types like HRESULT, STOP, NTSTATUS. Error codes are also displayed. It displays the message and the definition of the message. It is available in many languages. It does not require installing. It requires no rebooting. It has a small size. An error can be repeated
over and over. The error type with the code is displayed. It is an application that displays information about Windows errors. It displays information such as the error type, description, status and code number of an error that might occur. It displays error types like HRESULT, STOP, NTSTATUS. Error codes are also
displayed. It displays the message and the definition of the message. It is available in many languages. It does not require installing. It requires no rebooting. It has a small size. An error can be repeated over and over. The error type with the code is displayed. An easy to use registry analyzer tool to read and write
the registry. Features include: * List of all values * View and edit values * Sort values * Read and write all values * View and edit sub-keys * Sort sub-keys * View and edit strings * Move value * Delete value * Rename value * Create and edit sub-keys * Edit strings * Export to file * Copy values to
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System Requirements:

All computers, tablets and smartphones running on operating systems that support our platforms. Your web browser and internet connection: You need a web browser (latest version) with JavaScript enabled. Support for plugins is required. We do not test the plugins that you use. If you encounter any problems using
a plugin, please try installing the latest version of the plugin and report the issue in the forum. We recommend that you have the latest version of Chrome, Firefox, Edge or Safari. Please note that the game may not display properly
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